
STATUS DATE IDEA/ISSUE POC GROUP STATUS/IMPACT

r 2/12/2020 Morale patches on OCP MSG NCOs Need to figure out policy options.

y
2/3/2020 Commissary can't process WIC 90 MW/CCC Spouses Commissary is scheduled to upgrade to process WIC. 90 MW/CCC spoke 

with the Commissary to see if they can speed up the timeline.

y
2/3/2020 Lack of FCC Providers 90 FSS Spouses Don't have enough. FCC training is scheduled 4x per year. 90 FSS is willing to 

work with anyone on an individual basis to get requirement complete. 
y 2/3/2020 Off base access to BBC events 90 FSS/MHO Spouses Spouses would like to attend BBC events. Researching potential options.

y
2/3/2020 Larger kids room in the gym. 90 MSG Spouses 90 MW/CCC referred the spouses to fill out ICE feedback forms. We have a 

list of missing or inop equipment. Coordinating the funds to fix.

y
2/3/2020 CDC outdoor playtime 90 FSS Spouses Snow piles prevent kids from playing outside. Will work with CDC snow/ice 

removal to see if we can facilitate play time.
r 1/22/2020 Civilian private organization 90 MW/EO Civilians Creating a private organization for civilians to facilitate activities.

y
1/22/2020 Uber and Lyft base access 90 MW/CCE CGOs 90 MW/CCE contacted Uber is and getting the military options for the region.

rt 12/19/2019 Spouse Power Hour after Right Start 90 MW/AFRC Spouses Ability for new spouses to meet for one hour after Right Start.

y
12/19/2019 Family Care Plan improvements 1st Sgts SNCOs 1st Sgts are coordinating with LaunchWERX on COAs to improve and 

standardizing FCPs.

y
12/19/2019 Consider Welcome Center for in and out 

processing.
90 MW/AFRC Chiefs We'll add this to the Welcome Center Group as a task.

r

12/19/2019 One payment for Youth and Teen Center 90 MSG Spouses Parents are paying twice for child care to ensure their children can have the 
activities at the Teen Center and the before school program at the Youth 
Center.

y 12/13/2019 Reduction of FVAP unit reps Waiver is at AFGSC.
y 11/27/2019 Lower BAH SNCOs Relooking at new survey parameters.

y
11/27/2019 AFGSC has directed wings to use TCMAX 

in armories
90 SFG AFGSC/A3/6 have this for action. Currently a UFR for AFGSC, so SFG is 

internally sourcing.

y
11/27/2019 Develop and open welcome centers AFRC SNCOs AFRC will travel to Whiteman AFB to view a model and then push for the 

space requirement to the Facilities Review Board.
y 11/13/2019 24/7 pool hours for AD members 90 FSS NCOs Waiver is at 20 AF, 20 AF/A1 is working with 90 FSS on queries.

y

11/13/2019 Speeding on base 90 MW/SE
90 SFG

Spouses SFG ordered speed cards. Have also increased patrols and inbound speed 
carts. Looking to put in "Slow, children" signs and 15 MPH zones near 
playgrounds. 

r 11/13/2019 Missile Field POS system for kitchens 90 FSS Create a point of sale system to purchase meals in the missile field.

y 10/23/2019
Use Doll Houses for unaccompanied 
housing 90 MSG 1st Sgts Checking with BBC to see if available for incoming families.

y

10/3/2019 Consolidated advertising campaign 
including APF, NAF, and Mission Partner 
advertising

PA Created a Communication Sync Working Group to create channels to push 
information. Using AF Connect App have a consolidated calendar, testing vlog 
series (FEW Things) to see if Airmen and Families tune in. Meet monthly to 
discover month communication priorities.

y 8/13/2019
Bike paths on base/extending Wyoming 
Green Way Trail 90 MW/CC Civilians Will work with Wyoming Leadership.

y 8/4/2019 OG under one roof
90 OG

90 MSG SNCOs Need to see if we can get through the design phase.
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y 6/28/2019 Long waits for Interim Security Clearances 90 MW/IP AMN Why are waivers not being used for Secret clearances?

g
12/19/2019 Spouse Coffee Talk Times 90 MW/CCE Spouses Closed, made adjustments. Request not to schedule the meeting on the first 

Tuesday of the month and alternate between day and evening sessions.

g
12/192019 Clearing snow from roads and sidewalks in 

housing
BBC Spouses Closed, request clearing through a routine work order request using the 

RentCafe App. 

g

12/19/2019 Publicizing spouse events 90 MW/PA Spouses Closed, created Communication Sync Working Group to gather events and 
communication needs to push out either through AF Connect App or A FEW 
Things weekly vlog.

g
12/10/2019 MFLC want more info on base events 90 MW/EO Closed, MFLCS would attend key wing update meetings to follow base events.

g
11/27/2019 OSS Intelligence Manning Levels 90 OG Closed, will conduct manpower study to account for 90 MW (and all wings), 

but also authorized 180 office and 265 MPA days to fill.

g
11/27/2019 Contributing to Thanksgiving Day meal 

fund
NCOs Closed, enable to contribute.

g
11/27/2019 Airmen ghosting in the dorms 90 MW/CCC SNCOs Closed, created a policy to allow squadron commanders to decide which 

Airmen can live off base and then receive BAH.
g 11/27/2019 Issues with the Smoke-Free Installation 90 MW/CC SNCOs Closed, rescinded policy.
g 11/27/2019 PME waivers at squadron level 90 MW/CCC SNCOs Closed, approved policy to let squadrons approve PME waivers.

g 11/27/2019
LaunchWERX is not targeting the right 
audience 90 MW/PA NCOs

Closed, PA will highlight stories and publish at all levels. Additionally, created 
an outreach plan to reach all key audiences.

g 11/27/2019 Dorm resident Personality Questionnaire 90 MW/CCC AMN
Closed, 90 MW/CCC researched and found it is counter to maximizing dorm 
resident satisfaction with facilities.

g
11/13/2019 Changing after hour yellow and red 

combination lights at Old Glory and Missile 
90 MW/SE Closed, change the signs to a 4-way stop.

g
11/13/2019 Supporting SF augmentees during peak 

traffic at gates
90 MW/CCC SNCOs Closed, 90 SFS fixed this internally by adjusting personnel and schedules.

g 11/13/2019 Pets and lodging during PCS seasons 90 MW/CC
Closed, MHO can work with local places to get pet friendly accommodations. 
Call MHO.

g 11/13/2019 Christmas Tree Lighting 90 CES Closed, chapel and volunteers planned a very good event.

g 11/13/2019 Covered parking 90 MW/CC NCOs
Closed, MILCON will not support covered areas would need to support 
mission vehicles as a priority.

g 11/13/2019
Asked to change gate hours and open 
Gate 1 during peak times. 90 SFS NCOs

Closed, adjusted hours at different gates based on need and opened Gate 1 
during peak hours.

g 10/23/2019 Productive Resiliency Days Units NCOs

Closed, met with all wing, group and squadron leadership. Expect all units to 
have another resiliency event by March. NCOs and SNCOs own the climate 
and can improve resiliency day activities.

g 10/23/2019 Lack of Cold Weather Gear for MXG 90 MXG NCOs Closed, this was a GPC issue and is fixed.

g 10/23/2019 Aging vehicle fleet for SFG 90 SFG NCOs

Closed, our fleet is not old. Records show high mileage but vehicle fleet is 
good. No problems with vehicle down time. Only 3 vehicles meet requirements 
for end of life.

g 10/23/2019
Adequate child care during Global 
Thunder 90 MSG Chiefs Closed, 90 FSS had a plan in place and executed it.

g 10/23/2019 Wing-level cross pollination program 90 MW/CCC Chiefs Closed, Chiefs are building plan for the wing.
g 10/23/2019 Move Coffee Talks to benefit Spouses 90 MW/CCS Spouses Closed, reschedule to better accommodate spouses' schedules.

g 10/23/2019
Provide Youth Center sign-ups during 
holidays and family days 90 MSG Spouses

Closed, 90 FSS conducted a survey found a low interested. Will continue to 
monitor to meet customer needs.



g 10/23/2019
Housing clause to extend until can move 
on base 90 FSS/MHO Closed, MHO can work with local places. Contact the MHO.

g 10/23/2019 Better use the Golf Course 90 FSS
Closed, Golf Course will not reopen and will change to better serve the quality 
of life needs of our Airmen.

g 10/23/2019
Transfer non-used facility into an indoor 
putt-putt 90 FSS Closed, passed idea to FSS.

g 10/23/2019 Compound bows can't be used on base 90 MW/CC Closed, researched and they are allow to be used on base.

g 10/23/2019 Discharging Airmen failing to adapt 90 MW/CC
Closed, not changing the criteria for Airmen not adapting. We should be 
vested in Airmen's well being to address issues ASAP.

g Reducing out of hide positions 90 MW/CCC Closed, 90 MW/CCC tackled reducing the out of hid positions.
g 10/23/2019 Thanksgiving Meal at the DFAC 90 MW/CC Closed, coordinated to have folks come in and bring holiday meals to Airmen.

g 10/23/2019
Long separation package processing 
times 90 MW/JA 1st Sgts

Closed, based on the data it is not long processing time but due to the time 
between discovery and offering.

g 10/23/2019 No hat, no salute policy Closed, letter signed and published.

g 10/3/2019
AAFES wasn't properly stocking women's 
clothing 90 MW/CC CGOs

Closed, AAFES main accounting system failed, the manager special ordered 
items.

g 10/3/2019 BAH rates dropped significantly  90 CPTS CGOs Closed, showed historical data to proved rates have not dropped significantly.

g 10/3/2019
Security concern with train coming on 
base 90 SFS CGOs

Closed, explaining SFS is heavily involved to ensure we are safe when the 
train travels through the base.

g Authorize ball caps in OCPs 90 MW/CC CGOs Closed, no this was not supported by the CSAF.

g 10/3/2019 First Term Officers Course 90 MW CGOs
Closed, course is scheduled right before the Flight Leadership Course. First 
interaction received many positive reviews.

g 10/3/2019 Gate 2 Safety Risks with no traffic lights 90 MW/CC CGOs Closed, WYDOT installed temporary traffic light and later permanent solution.

g 9/23/2019 TLE extensions
90 MW/CPTS

90 MW/JA NCOs
Closed, unable to extend TLE rates, but did secure per diem friendly rates at 
the local hotels.

g 9/22/2019
Not providing inbound families with 
enough housing options 90 MSG NCOs

Closed, MHO published housing options and to contact them when they have 
concerns or questions.

g 9/22/2019 Conceal carry policy 90 MW/CC NCOs Closed, policy updated and approved.

g 9/22/2019
Lack of NCO-tier development and 
mentoring opportunities 90 MW/CCC NCOs Closed, created schedule opportunities for NCOs.

g 9/22/2019 How effective are UNITE funds 90 MSG NCOs Closed, 90 FSS sent the information out.
g 9/8/2019 Automotive Boot camp 90 MSG Spouses Closed, 90 FSS held an automotive boot camp.

g 9/8/2019 Mental Health provider availability 90 MSG Spouses
Closed, coordinated to get network providers and shared through Heart Link 
and Key Spouses Group.

g 9/8/2019 Lower fall Hall age from 16 to 12 90 MSG Spouses Closed, 90 FSS lowered the age.
g 9/8/2019 Commissary has low stock 90 MSG Spouses Closed, Commissary is short of stockers but is working through it.
g 9/8/2019 Online Commissary orders 90 MSG Spouses Closed, isn't possible until manning gets better.
g 9/8/2019 Bouncy Castle at First Friday 90 MSG Closed, had bouncy castle and was a great hit.
g 9/8/2019 Hot temps in OG Building 90 OG Spouses Closed, continuing to improve the HVAC system.

g 9/8/2019 Addressing Housing Issues 90 MW/CCC Spouses
Closed, created Residence Council, published responsibility policy, build App 
to fill maintenance request and feedback on BBC.

g 9/8/2019
Lack of Moving Companies during PCS 
season 90 MW/CC

Closed, can't increase the number of providers but did limit moves during CFD 
and spread out the PCS season to avoid future issues.

g 9/8/2019 Hold a potluck around the work event 90 MW/CCC Closed, event held
g 9/8/2019 Lack of an optometrist 90 MDG AMN Closed, explained it is a temporary problem.
g 9/8/2019 Moving TRF vehicles to facilitate parking 90 MW/CC AMN Closed, won't compromise security for parking spaces.



g 8/20/2019 SFG structure and substance training days 90 SFG AMN Closed, conducted a multi-pronged plan to train effectively.

g 8/13/2019 Refined Missile Chef Airmen's Training 90 FSS AMN
Closed, formed tiger team to address issues to ensure the right personnel and 
rotation to support training.

g 8/13/2019 Gate 5 lacks signs 90 SFG Civilians Closed, SFG ensure proper signage.

g 8/13/2019
Make Diversity Summit alternate duty 
location 90 MW/CC Civilians Closed, gave supervisors flexibility on attendance.

g 8/13/2019 Unhappy with Gate changes 90 MW/CC Civilians Closed, made change for security and safety reasons.

g 8/13/2019
Need to improve the airshow 
transportation plan 90 MW/CC Civilians Closed, changing the parking to address issues.

g 8/4/2019
Switch MSG and SFG dorms to ensure 
defenders have more than 1 kitchen 90 MSG SNCOs ADL looking after Dorm 838 issues.

g 8/4/2019 Urinalysis Monitors 90 MW/DOS SNCOs Closed, ensure units had monitors assigned.
g 7/1/2019 Creating an Apiary 90 MSG NCOs Closed, coordinating on program.
g 7/1/2019 Airman Shadow Program 90 MW/CC NCOs Closed, started program to allow Airmen to shadow leadership.

g
7/1/2019 MAF/LCC Tours for families 90 MW/PA

90 OG
Closed, hold quarterly tours to a MAFF open to Airmen and families.

g 7/1/2019 SIACS are broken 90 MXG NCOs Closed, confirmed two were broke and 4 more on backorder.
g 6/28/2019 AGE troop training. 90 MXG AMN Closed, set to ensure Airmen get the necessary experience.

g 6/28/2019 Bring back the Loan Repayment Plan 90 MSG AMN
Closed, ECLRP must be annotated as part of the enlistment contract. There is 
no opt-in to the program.


